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TG-1000 SPIM functions 
In Selective Plane Illumination Microscopy (SPIM) there is a need to coordinate light sheets, 

stage movements, and camera triggers.  To facilitate this there is special functionality built into 

MicroMirror card firmware from version 2.8 onward.  It is intended to create a light sheet by 

fast-scanning the MEMS micro-mirror along one axis, and for each slice trigger the camera at the 

start and afterwards increment the orthogonal micro-mirror position and the piezo objective 

position. 

Provision has been made for the user to control the timing of both the slice (or sheet scan, or 

single camera frame) and also how the slices are put together for a volume. 

 

Timing scheme overview: 

- Slice starts, piezo move initiates, scanner moves to initial position 

- Scan/camera/laser timing: 

o For scan: delay, then initiates movement with duration set the scan period times 

the number of line scans per slice 

o For camera: delay, then high for  the camera duration 

o For laser: delay, then high for the laser duration 

- Total frame duration set by the longest total time of the scan, camera, and laser 

- Slices/frames repeated until last frame collected for side 

- Delay between sides 

- Repeat for other side 

- Delay between repeats 

- Optionally repeat volume 
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Volume/Stack Timing
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Camera, Laser

Piezo
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(NV Y)
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(NR Y)

side_delay
(NV Y) Slices_per_volume

(NR Y)

Side A Side B
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(NV Z)

(only if more than 
one repeat)

Time

Scan_amp
(SAA <axis>)
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Illumination position: HM <axis>

Time

Scan_amp
(SAA <axis>)

Center position: SAO <axis>

Blanked position: HM <axis>

SPIM Mode (NR Z) controls 
single/double sided, which 
side is first, laser mode, etc.
Number of repeats set by 
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re-trigger instead of setting 
multiple repeats.

Single slices, 
see slice 
timing 

diagram
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Slice Timing
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SPIM state machine parameters 

- Number of line scans per slice (NR X)  

o Default is either 1 (v2.85+) or 4 (v2.84-)  

- Number of slices per volume (NR Y)  

o Needs to be sent to both piezo cards in addition to the MicroMirror card  

o From piezo’s perspective this could be different for the two sides, but no 

provision exists for it to be different for single MicroMirror card (though with 2 

cards it is possible)  

o Default is 20 

- SPIM mode (NR Z)  

o Bits 0-1 (LSBs) correspond to single-sided vs. double-sided and the start side 

according to the following  

 3 for diSPIM starting on opposite side  

 for usual diSPIM (default)  

 1 for usual iSPIM  

 0 for iSPIM on opposite side  
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o Bit 2 is set to disable scanner moving to home during other side (v2.89+) 

o Bit 3 is set to disable piezo moving to illumination position (home). (v2.89+)  

o Bits 2-3 are laser output mode (v2.85-v2.87); moved to LED Z for v2.88+ 

o Bits 4-7 are reserved for future use  

- Number of slice repeats (NR R) (v3.01+) 

o Repeats the slice this many times before going to the next slice 

o Used to acquire several images at same position, e.g. one blue and one green 

excitation where color switches slice by slice 

o Default is 1 

- [reserved, can be added if needed] Number of side repeats (NR T)  

o Repeats side this many times before going to the other side  

o Used to acquire several stacks, e.g. one blue and one green excitation where color 

switches side by side 

o Default is 1 

- Number of SPIM repeats (NR F)  

o Repeats entire SPIM state machine (both sides) this number of times  

o Can be used to take back-to-back volumes with minimal delay between 

timepoints  

o Can also be used with different colors where the color switches after each 2-view 

volume 

o Default is 1 

- Laser output mode (v2.88+) (LED Z) 

o 0 for individual laser shutters for two sides (default until v3.01)  

o 1 for single laser with side switch (Side0 is laser shutter for both sides and Side1 

is high when the second side is active) (default v3.01+) 

o 2 for Side0 high when the first side is active, Side1 high when the second side is 

active (before v2.85 this was the only (hard-coded) scheme)  

o 3 reserved for future use (idea: turn Side1 output on and off rapidly when bit 5 is 

set high to mimic both sides on with laser switch mode)  

o Note that the laser outputs are controlled by the auxiliary TTL output bits (TTL Z 

and TTL R) when the SPIM state machine is not running. 

Timing parameters 

All timing parameters are specified in ms and cannot be less than 0. Currently they are rounded 

to the nearest 0.25ms, though in the future a finer step size may be implemented (e.g. 25us) 

along with making timing even more accurate.  A few percent jitter in the internal 4kHz clock is 

normal for firmwares v.2.8x, though this may improve in future firmware versions. 

- Delay to start scan (NV X) 

o Gives piezo stages time to move/settle before next sheet is started 

o In v2.84- was delay before slice started including camera; v2.85+ this value 

pertains specifically to scan and there are other values to control camera 

independently. 

- Delay before side (NV Y) 

o Delay after switching sides before any slices are taken 

o Gives illumination/imaging pizeo stages time to move/settle 
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- Delay before repeats (NV Z) (v2.85+) 

o Delay after each repeat before starting next repeat 

o Only applies if number of repeats is greater than 1 

o If single-sided then is functionally equivalent to delay between sides 

- Delay before laser trigger (NV R) (v2.85+) 

o Gives camera a chance to be globally exposed 

- Delay before camera trigger (NV T) (v2.85+) 

o Gives piezo time to settle 

- Laser duration (RT R) (v2.85+) 

o The duration of the laser trigger 

- Camera duration (RT T) (v2.85+) 

o Important if using the trigger level mode on the camera where both start and end of 

exposure is set by the external trigger signal 

 

Positioning parameters 

- End-to-end amplitude of the line scan forming sheet (SAA [fast axis]) 

- Center point of the sheet (SAO [fast axis]) 

- Period (one-way) of the line scan (SAF [fast axis]) 

- Line scan start direction (SAP [fast axis]) 

o Lowest bit of SAP set to 0 means initial beam scan direction will always be “up” 

(following sign of SAA), like ramp setting in single-axis mode 

o Lowest bit of SAP set to 1 means initial beam scan direction will alternate if 

number of line scans per slice is an odd number 

- Center point of the sheet position in the sample (SAO [slow axis]) 

- End-to-end amplitude of the sheet position in the sample (SAA [slow axis]) 

- Position of the piezo when used for illumination (HM [axis], note mm units, can do +) 

- Position of the piezo for the center sheet when used for imaging (SAO [axis]) 

- End-to-end amplitude of the piezo when used for imaging (SAA [axis]) 

- (Does not usually require modification: beam off  position for micro-mirrors (HM 

[axis], note mm units)) 

- Arm piezo for SPIM start via TTL trigger ([Addr#]SN X=65 or [Addr#]SN when it 

is idle) 

o Assigning to X assigns to the corresponding state whose code is the ASCII 

equivalent of the value given (e.g. SN X=65 sets the state to ‘A’).  

o Stops any active single-axis function on card 

o Computes positions and steps based on above parameters 

o Will go to the “armed and waiting” state with ASCII value of ‘a’ or 97 in which it 

“listens” for control pulses from MicroMirror card to move through imaging 

positions and/or be used for illumination 

- Arm MicroMirror for SPIM start via TTL trigger ([Addr#]SN X=65) 

o Assigning to X unconditionally assigns to the corresponding state; the input is the 

decimal equivalent of the ASCII state code 

o Not used for “classic” SPIM, but needed for SPIM triggered by TTL 

 For stage-triggered SPIM (e.g. XY scan instead of piezo) 
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 For 2
nd

 MicroMirror card if it exists 

o Halts all the card axes (will stops any motion, including any active single-axis 

function) 

o Computes positions and steps based on above parameters 

o Will go to the “armed and waiting” state with ASCII value of ‘a’ or 97 in which it 

“listens” for a trigger pulse to start the SPIM state machine 

o After SPIM state machine the card goes back to the “armed and waiting” state 

- [Addr#]SN will make the state idle if it is not idle already or else 

o On MicroMirror card it will start 

o On Piezo card it will arm 

- Begin SPIM state machine on micromirror card ([Addr#]SN or [Addr#]SN X=83) 

o Halts all the card axes (will stops any motion, including any active single-axis 

function) 

o Computes positions and steps based on above parameters 

o Begins state machine based on above parameters 

- [Addr#]SN X? returns state of SPIM state machine 

o I is inactive 

o A is armed for TTL trigger 

o Various other single-character codes represent internal states during progress 

 Different codes for piezo and MicroMirror, but this would mostly be used 

for MicroMirror 

o Note that query returns a character, but when setting a numeric code is used 

It is possible for settings the two sides to be different, so the user should make sure that the 

settings for equivalent axes are identical if desired (e.g. the fast axis amplitude for both sides). 

Both the micro-mirror slow axis increment and position increment for the piezos are 

computed from the number of sheets per volume and the corresponding axis’ end-to-end 

amplitude. 

Many of these settings are also used by the single-axis firmware module, which has a special 

state machine (residing on the MicroMirror card) that controls the Micro.  The SPIM state 

machine resides on the Micromirror card, so when a SPIM scan is initiated then any ongoing 

single-axis function on the micromirror card is stopped.  The piezo card also utilizes some of the 

same. 

While a SPIM mode is active, the status character for the MicroMirror axes (accessed by 

RDSTAT [axis]+) is set to I. 

 

 LED Y is set to be the time between laser switches in ms.  If greater than 0 then output TTL 

signals will alternate on and off at the specified time interval according to the laser mode setting 

(see LED Z). 

 

TG-1000 Command Set for SPIM for Micro-mirror cards 

 

Command:   LED  (firmware with MM_LASER_TTL required) 

Format: [Addr#]LED X=[output] Y=[switich_time] Z=[laser_mode] 
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Function: The LED commands are used to control the laser outputs of the TTL card (which 

is in turn controlled by the Micro-mirror card) for MM_SPIM firmware.  This 

documentation for v2.88+, though the Y parameter was added ~v2.86.  In general 

these only apply when the auxiliary TTL output mode is set to 1 (TTL T) and 

when the SPIM state machine is not running. 

output (X) selects which logical laser is on when the SPIM state machine is not 

running.  The exact hardware output depends on bits 0-2 of the LED Z setting.  

X=0 means neither laser is on, X=1 means the Side0 laser is on, X=2 means the 

Side1 laser is on, and X=3 means both lasers are on (LED Y setting applies in this 

case).  Requires TTL T (aux_IO_mode) setting to be 1.  Setting is overridden 

during SPIM state machine operation.   

switch_time (Y) sets the switching time in ms between the laser outputs when the 

SPIM state machine is not running and when both lasers are active per the LED X 

command.  Used to simulate the effect of a passive 50/50 beam splitter, which is 

particularly useful during alignment.  Default is 10ms, cannot be set less than 

1ms. 

laser_mode (Z) determines the behavior of the laser TTL outputs, both when 

using the LED command settings and also during the SPIM state machine. 

 Bits 0-2 form a code 0-7 selecting how the logical laser outputs are 

converted to physical TTL outputs.  Setting should correspond to the 

physical hardware connected to the laser TTL outputs. 

 0 for individual laser shutters for the two sides (default until v3.01) 

 1 for single laser with side switch (Side0 is laser shutter for both 

sides and Side1 is high when the second side is active) (default 

v3.01+) 

 2 for Side0 high when the first side of SPIM is active, Side1 high 

when the second side of SPIM is active 

 3-7 are reserved for future use 

 [planned] Bit 3 = 1 means the corresponding laser will be turned off 

automatically when both micro-mirror axes are both at their home position. 

 

Command:  RTIME (MM_SPIM firmware required) 

Shortcut: RT 

Format: [Addr#]RTIME [R=laser_duration] [T=camera_duration] 

Function: Sets up timings used in the high-level operation of SPIM state machine 

coordinated by Micro-mirror card.  The durations are specified in ms with 0.25ms 

resolution.  These commands augment, not replace, the other RTIME parameters 

applicable to all TG-1000 cards.  It’s a Card-Addressed command.   

 laser_duration sets the duration that the laser control output stays high. 

camera_duration sets the duration that the camera trigger output stays high. 
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Command:   SCAN  (MM_SPIM firmware required) 

Shortcut: SN 

Format: [Addr#]SCAN [X=state in decimal] 

Function: Without arguments, starts or arms the SPIM state machine or terminates it if 

running or armed (starts state machine execution for Micro-mirror, puts in arm 

state for piezo).  By so doing, any active single-axis functions will be stopped and 

the SPIM positions/steps will be calculated according to the active parameters 

(e.g. SAA, SAO, SAF).  Specifying an argument for the pseudoaxis X in decimal 

sets the state directly (see table below; the value is simply the decimal 

representation of the corresponding state character).  Note that the firmware 

expects only certain states to be set by the user (marked as “OK to set” in the 

table); setting to a different state may yield unpredictable results.  Querying the 

pseudoaxis X value returns the character associated with the current state. 

 It’s a Card-Addressed command. 

  

 

Micro-mirror SPIM states (MM_SPIM firmware) 

 

Char 

 

Dec. 

OK to 

set? 

 

State 

I  No Idle/disabled 

S 83 Yes Starts main acquisition state machine 

a 97 Yes Arm for trigger 

A  No Armed and waiting 

P 80 Yes Stop (goes to idle state) 

M  No In middle of sheet (executing per-sheet 

scan/camera/laser state machines) 

s  No Starting sheet 

c  No Incrementing sheet 

R  No Starting side 

y  No Delay between sides 

Y  No Delay between repeats 

r  No Rearming  

 

Command:  SCANR (MM_SPIM firmware required) 

Shortcut: NR 

Format: [Addr#]SCANR [X=scans_per_slice] [Y=slices_per_volume] 

[Z=SPIM_mode] [F=number_repeats] 

Function: Sets up high-level operation of SPIM state machine coordinated by Micro-mirror 

card.  It’s a Card-Addressed command. 
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 scans_per_slice (X) sets the number of one-way beam scans in each slice (recall 

the slice corresponds to one image).  

slices_per_volume (Y) sets the number of slices (or images) in each volume.  No 

facility exists to make it different for the two sides, though in principle it is 

possible. 

SPIM_mode (Z) sets a byte (by assigning a decimal) with the functions below.  

The default value is 2 (usual diSPIM, no added functionality). 

o 2 LSBs correspond to single-sided vs. double-sided and the start side 

according to the following 

 3 for diSPIM starting on opposite side 

 2 for usual diSPIM (default) 

 1 for usual iSPIM 

 0 for iSPIM on opposite side 

o Bits 2-3 were laser output mode in v2.85-v2.87; for v2.88+ this functionality 

is instead controlled by LED Z laser mode, bits 0-2. 

o Bit 2 is set to disable scanner moving to home during other side (v2.89+) 

o Bit 3 is set to disable piezo moving to illumination position (home). (v2.89+) 

o Bit 4 is set to disable micro-mirror moving to home position when other side 

is active during the SPIM state machine (e.g. rely completely on laser-based 

blanking and eliminate ms-level scanner transients). (v2.89+) 

o Bit 5 is set to disable piezo moving to illumination position (home). (v2.89+) 

o Bits 5-7 are reserved for future use 

Number_repeats (F) sets the number of volumes to be collected per trigger event 

(two sides count as a single volume) 

 

Command:  SCANV (MM_SPIM firmware required) 

Shortcut: NV 

Format: [Addr#]SCANV [X=scan_delay] [Y=side_delay] 

[Z=repeat_delay] [R=laser_delay] [T=camera_delay] 

Function: Sets up various delays used in the high-level operation of SPIM state machine 

coordinated by Micro-mirror card.  The delays are specified in ms with 0.25ms 

resolution.  It’s a Card-Addressed command.   

 scan_delay (X) sets the delay between start of slice and when the beam scan 

begins. 

side_delay (Y) sets the delay after switching sides before slices start again. 

repeat_delay (Z) sets the delay after one volume (either one or two sides) before 

the next one begins. 

laser_delay (R) sets the delay between start of slice and when the laser control 

output goes high. 

camera_delay (T) sets the delay between start of slice and when the camera 

trigger output goes high. 
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TG-1000 Command Set for SPIM for ADEPT Piezo Cards 

 

Command:   SCAN  (PZ_SPIM firmware required) 

Shortcut: SN 

Format: [Addr#]SCAN [X=state in decimal] 

Function: Without arguments, starts or arms the SPIM state machine or terminates it if 

running or armed (starts state machine execution for Micro-mirror, puts in arm 

state for piezo).  By so doing, any active single-axis functions will be stopped and 

the SPIM positions/steps will be calculated according to the active parameters 

(e.g. SAA, SAO, SAF).  Specifying an argument for the pseudoaxis X in decimal 

sets the state directly (see table below; the value is simply the decimal 

representation of the corresponding state character).  Note that the firmware 

expects only certain states to be set by the user (marked as “OK to set” in the 

table); setting to a different state may yield unpredictable results.  Querying the 

pseudoaxis X value returns the character associated with the current state. 

 It’s a Card-Addressed command. 

ADEPT (piezo) SPIM states (PZ_SPIM firmware) 

 

Char 

 

Dec. 

OK to 

set? 

 

State 

I  No Idle/disabled (OK to set v2.86-) 

a 97 Yes Arm for trigger 

A  No Armed and waiting 

P 80 Yes Stop (goes to idle state) (starting v2.87+) 

t  No Detected rising edge, timing until falling edge 

 

 

TG-1000 Command Set for SPIM for 2-axis Motor Cards 

 

Command:   SCAN  (XF_SPIM firmware required) 

Shortcut: SN 

Format: [Addr#]SCAN [X?] [Y=horz_axis_id] [Z=vert_axis_id] 

[F=mode] 

Function: Sets which axes are to be used for SPIM volume scanning.  Specify the two-axis 

card axis ID, (either 0 or 1) as the horz_axis_id or vert_axis_id as required. 

 The scan mode  may be: 

0 Horizontal axis, unidirectional scan 

1 Horizontal axis, bi-directional scan 
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2 Dual-axis, unidirectional scan 

3 Dual-axis, bi-directional scan 

 Without arguments, the command SCAN initiates (or stops) a scan using 

parameters set with the SCANR and SCANV commands.  (See below.) 

 SCAN X? returns the current SCAN state. 

 It’s a Card-Addressed Command. 

 

Command:  SCANR (XF_SPIM firmware required) 

Shortcut: NR 

Format: [Addr#]SCANR [X=mid_coordinate] [Y=length] [Z=speed]  

Function: Sets up the horizontal scan start and stop positions using absolute coordinate mid-

coordinate and scan length expressed in user I/O units.  The controller calculates 

the scan-active start and stop coordinates from these parameters.  During scanning 

the stage will move slightly past these calculated points such that the stage speed 

is constant when moving through the scan-active region.  The scan-active velocity 

is set by speed.  With unidirectional scans, the retrace speed is set by the SPEED 

command for the horizontal axis.  It’s a Card-Addressed Command. 

 

Command:   SCANV (XF_SPIM firmware required) 

Shortcut: NV 

Format: [Addr#]SCANV [X= mid_coordinate]  [Y=tangent]  

[Z=number_of_scans] [F=overshoot] 

Function: Sets up the vertical scan start and stop positions using absolute coordinate mid-

coordinate expressed in user I/O units, and the tangent of the angle relative to the 

horizontal positive axis, that the dual-axis scan should move. For example, 

tangent = 1 would move the stage at +45 degrees, tangent = -1 would move the 

stage at -45 degrees. The controller calculates the scan-active start and stop 

coordinates from these parameters.  During scanning the stage will move slightly 

past these calculated points such that the stage speed is constant when moving 

through the scan-active region.  The scan-active velocity is determined such that 

the correct angle of motion is maintained. With unidirectional scans, the retrace 

speed is set by the SPEED command for the vertical axis. 

 The Z-parameter sets the number_of_scans to be repeated, overshoot sets the 

relative length of the start and stop ramps.  It’s a Card-Addressed Command. 

 

Change log 

  

First Draft Jon 4/22/2014 

Added XF_SPIM commands, improved command set doc Jon 5/27/2014 
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Added timing diagrams Jon 6/02/2014 

 


